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In recent years, vehicles and road mileages are growing rapidly, but at the same 
time, the offense of road traffic law also increases, the traffic accident crime has 
turned into a common crime, and brings about a huge losses to the society and people, 
it threatened the lives and property of citizens seriously. In Chinese current road 
traffic legislation on road traffic crime, traffic accident crime is taken as consequential 
crime, only the actions that caused very sever accidents are regarded as crimes. Due to 
lack of administrative penalties and administrative enforcement defects, the dangerous 
driving behavior in traffic road can not be prevented effectively. Based on the 
worldwide legislative achievements, the author attempt to convicts the dangerous 
driving behaviors which cause a serious threat to the public safety in order to perfect 
the arm of the criminal law. 
This dissertation is mainly composed of three parts, including introduction ,body 
and conclusion. There are six chapters in the body : 
Chapter One introduces two major accidents occurred recently, then analyzes the 
lack of current Chinese road traffic legislation. 
Chapter two investigates and analyzes the road traffic legislation in foreign 
behavior. The author tries to seek some hints to Chinese current road traffic legislation, 
and provides some necessary references to the reconstruction of Chinese road traffic 
crime legislation. 
Chapter three presents that the dangerous driving which seriously endanger the 
public safety have to be convicted. Through the analysis of the subjective and 
objective elements of dangerous driving behavior, the author draws a conclusion that 
dangerous driving behavior is dangerous criminal negligence, it should be convicted 
in criminal law. 
Chapter four describes the basis and value of the convicting of serious dangerous 
driving behavior. This chapter is composed of three main categories, it aims to 
illustrate the theory justification of establishing the crime of dangerous driving, and 
combined with realistic, the author analyzes the practical basis for the conviction of 
dangerous driving behavior. 
Chapter five tries to configure a specific idea of the mechanism to match the 














penalty configuration to dangerous driving crime should match the hazardness, and 
asks for changing the single penalty pattern for dangerous driving crime, then 
converting to the pattern composed of various kinds punishments which take free 
punishment、property and qualification punishments. 
Chapter six describes the legislative structure of the dangerous driving behavior, 
the author analyzes the nature of dangerous driving crime, the relationship between 
similar crime. Finally, the author concludes that the provision of dangerous driving 
crime should be taken on the case of presentation of the Mode Law, and this crime can 
be made as the second paragraph of the traffic hitting offence in the same legal 
provision. 
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